
AUSTRALASIAN SLEEP ASSOCIATION 

NEW ZEALAND BRANCH 

MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

HELD AT SLEEP IN AOTEAROA, MASSEY UNIVERSITY, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND 

 

 

PRESENT:  Alister Neill (Chair), Natasha Ashworth, Sally Baddock, Alex Bartle, Angela Campbell, 

Andrew Davies,  Dawn Elder, Barbara Galland, Philippa Gander, Daniel Garner, Stuart Jones, Philippa 

McDowall, Karyn O’Keefe, Sally Powell, Michelle Scott, Bronwyn Sweeney, Tora Wu, Stephanie 

Blower (Minutes) 

 

APOLOGIES:  Michael Hlavac, Ken Wright 

 

1. PRESIDENTS ADDRESS 

Alister Neill, President of the NZ Branch, thanked the current ASA NZ Branch Executive, and the ASA 

Board for their continued support. 

 

Sleep in Aotearoa 2016: Angela Campbell, Karyn O’Keefe and the organising committee were 

congratulated on an excellent scientific meeting and short courses.  This had been the largest 

meeting to date, with 91 registrants plus 46 for a Fatigue workshop and 55 for a Non Invasive 

Ventilation Course.  The nine industry exhibitors were thanked for exhibiting at the meeting.  Six 

papers had been presented in the New Investigator session, which had been introduced for the first 

time, and promised to be an excellent addition to the meetings. 

 

Membership Initiatives:  Barbara Galland was acknowledged for the work she had undertaken to 

build networks of potential members.  It was noted that a new Membership Benefits document had 

been finalised to promote the benefits of ASA Membership, and it was hoped this would encourage 

new members.  Barbara Galland commented that the introduction of travel grants and NIA prize 

were a great initiative, and she felt this would help to grow the membership. 

Alister Neill commented on need to expand the NZ membership and encouraged everyone to talk to 

their colleagues working in the field of sleep about the benefits of membership. 

 

Paediatric Sleep Medicine Clinical Network:  Liz Edwards had provided excellent leadership to the 

NZ Paediatric Sleep Network, which had audited oximetry in evaluation of paediatric OSA, 

disseminating guidelines and providing education to a broad range of professional groups.  Dawn 

Elder commented that this was part of a larger Paediatric Network, which received Government 

Funding, she hoped that funding would be extended for another year, to allow the work to continue. 

 

RACP – Training in Sleep Medicine:  Michael Hlavac, who was Chair of the Specialist Advisory 

Committee in Sleep and Respiratory Medicine, had been in discussions with the NZ College and 

TSANZ (NZ) regarding site accreditation, network development, where a trainee could go between a 

number of smaller sleep services to receive their training.  The College were not being very 

supportive of this initiative, and it appeared they were unlikely to fund the development of such 

networks.   It was noted that the ASA had tried to get support from RACP for some of the 

Educational Initiatives they undertook, but had been unsuccessful to date in receiving any support.  

This was an ongoing effort. 

 

Ministry of Health Workshop on Home Ventilation/NIV Provision:  Alister Neill reported on a 

meeting that had been held with the MoH, and a broad representation from clinicians and patient 

representatives.  Mark Howard had attended to talk about the Victorian experience.  The outcome 

had been positive and further meetings were anticipated with a view to developing MoH Guidelines 



and service package.  The question was raised about why Paediatrics had been so late to be 

included, and Alister explained that the MoH had been slow in preparing an agenda and sending out 

invitations, but Jacob Twiss had presented, on behalf of the Paediatricians, by Skype.  Alister Neill 

indicated that Paediatricians would be included in the development of Guidelines. 

 

Sleep Health Foundation NZ (SHFNZ):  Alister Neill reported on progress to develop a SHFNZ, noting 

that the intention was to utilise the efforts of SHF Australia, and not reinvent the wheel.  There were 

encouraging signals from Lions that they would support the SHFNZ, both financially and with 

manpower for fundraising events.  This initiative was being led by a group of Lions members who 

were CPAP users, who had benefitted enormously from the treatment.  Support of SHFNZ had been 

approved by the local Lions Group, the Regional Board, and had now been taken to the National 

Board for support.  The fact that Rotary had shown an interest in joining Lions in this initiative was 

noted. 

 

New Zealand Respiratory Strategy:  It was noted that ASA and TSANZ had been brought into the 

discussions on the Strategy late and that this is an important initiative that highlights OSA as a 

priority condition.   

 

Financial Statements:  Alister Neill reported that the NZ funds were audited annually as part of the 

general ASA Audit.  As at 31 April the NZ Bank accounts totalled $31,382 which was a comfortable 

position as the only outstanding accounts were the costs for the NZ Branch ASM.  

 

Strategic Planning:  The need for a Strategic Plan was raised and Alister agreed that the NZ Executive 

should hold a meeting where strategies can be identified and prioritised.  This would include SHFNZ 

initiative.  These priorities should not just be financial but also volunteer time related. 

 

MOTION 
THAT the President’s Report be adopted 

Carried unanimously 
 

EXECUTIVE POSITIONS  
Three positions had become vacant, and as only three nominations had been received, these were 

accepted.   

Karyn OKeefe, Liz Edwards and Kate Jones. 

 

 

PRESIDENT ELECT 
There only being one nominee for President Elect, Ken Whyte was duly elected. 

 

The new NZ Executive Committee for 2016_2017: 

President:  Alister Neill 

President Elect:  Ken Whyte 

Treasurer:  Angela Campbell 

Executive Members:  Natasha Ashworth Barbara Galland, Andy Veale, Karyn O’Keefe, Liz Edwards & 

Kate Jones. 

 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS 
 

New Member:  Alister Neill introduced Daniel Garner, a Respiratory Sleep Physician recently 

appointed to Hawkes Bay DHB, who indicated he was keen to get more regional activities started. 



 
Worksafe Changes: Philippa Gander reported that with the changes to WorkSafe legislation in New 
Zealand, this could be a good time for the branch to liaise with WorkSafe on new Guidelines. 
 
NZ Meeting 2017: Alister Neill asked the membership their views on holding a NZ Branch Meeting in 
April/May 2017, when the main ASA ASM would be held in Auckland in October. 
Dawn Elder recommended that a meeting be held, even if it was only one or one and a half days 
with no workshops, in order to keep the momentum of the NIA Awards and NZ Branch ASM going,  
All NZ Members were asked to let Alister Neill know their views on this topic, so a decision could be 
taken. 
 
There being no further discussion the meeting closed at 5.05pm 
 


